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Abstract—Large organizations like Microsoft tend to rely
on formal requirements documentation in order to specify
and design the software products that they develop. These
documents are meant to be tightly coupled with the actual
implementation of the features they describe. In this paper
we evaluate the value of high-level topic-based requirements
traceability in the version control system, using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA). We evaluate LDA topics on practitioners
and check if the topics and trends extracted matches the
perception that Program Managers and Developers have about
the effort put into addressing certain topics. We found that
effort extracted from version control that was relevant to
a topic often matched the perception of the managers and
developers of what occurred at the time. Furthermore we
found evidence that many of the identified topics made sense to
practitioners and matched their perception of what occurred.
But for some topics, we found that practitioners had difficulty
interpreting and labelling them. In summary, we investigate
the high-level traceability of requirements topics to version
control commits via topic analysis and validate with the
actual stakeholders the relevance of these topics extracted from
requirements.
Keywords-latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA); requirements;
version control; traceability; topics; requirements engineering

I. I NTRODUCTION
For many organizations, requirements and specifications
provide the foundation for the products that they produce.
As requirements are implemented, the link between requirements and implementation weaken, especially during
maintenance. Later, development artifacts often stop referencing the requirements documents that they were based on.
Current research shows that there is a lack of traceability
between requirements and implementation [1] whereas the
managers we interviewed expected and wanted requirements
and implementation to be in sync (Section V-B). The volume
of traceability research confirms its importance (see, for
example, [2]–[5]). In this paper we extract topics, word
distributions, from a large body of requirements documents
and then search for commits that mention these topics
within the version control system. Once labelled, these topics
provide some high-level traceability between requirements
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and implementation, yet at the same time they can provide
an overview of development effort for each topic.
Furthermore we attempt to validate these overviews between requirements and implementation by asking developers and program managers if their perception of their
behaviour matches the behaviour highlighted by the topic.
This is a validation of if LDA topics and topics extracted
from requirements and related to commits make sense to
practitioners. Stakeholder based validation of topics (extracted by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6]) in terms
of relevance, labelling and the recovery of behaviour [7] is
critical, but to date has not been applied to the domain of
software engineering. Our contributions include:
• A technique for linking requirements to code commits
via topics.
• An evaluation of the relevance of topics extracted by
LDA from requirements with developer and managers.
• An analysis of whether topic highlighted behaviour
matches the perception of developers and managers.
• Insight into the difficulties that practitioners face when
labelling topics and the need for labelled topics.
• Validation of non-expert topic labelling with practicing
experts.
We are investigating if LDA topics make sense to practitioners, and can they label LDA topics. For this study,
we have at our disposal many skilled Microsoft developers
who work on a very large software system that has many
requirements documents. Thus we investigate if practitioners
face difficulties interpreting topics, if unlabelled topics are
enough, and if familiarity with the source and domain of the
topics matters.
A. Motivation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) and are popular tools in software engineering research [8]–[11] used for traceability and information
retrieval, but their use is built upon assumptions, such as
usability, that have not been validated with stakeholders,
such as developers. Often these topics are interpreted solely
by the researchers themselves (e.g., [12]). Thus the use
of topic analysis, LDA and LSI, and topics in software

incorporating NFR word dictionaries. Murphy et al. [16]
defined explicit mappings between concepts and changes to
files but did not use topics, whereas Sneed [17] investigated
mining requirements in order to produce test cases. Reiss et
al. [18] produced a tool, CLIME, that allowed one to define
constraints and track the co-evolution of artifacts in order
to enforce adherence. Poshyvanyk et al. [9], [19], [20] has
explored the use of IR techniques for software traceability in
source code to other kinds of documents. Others within the
RE community have leveraged natural language processing
(NLP) to produce UML models [21]. NLP is also used in
topic analysis.
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Figure 1. Our data model, Topics are extracted from Requirements using
LDA. Topics are related to requirements in a many-to-many relationship.
Commits are related to topics via inference.

engineering has not been validated rigorously with actual
developers and managers. The core motivation of this work
is to validate if topic analysis (with LDA) of requirements
documents produces topics relevant to practitioners, if the
extracted topics make sense to software developers, and if
the development behaviour associated with a topic matches
the perception shared by the practitioners. This work could
be used in traceability tools, project dashboards for managers, effort models, and knowledge management systems.
First and foremost, we believe named topics allow stakeholders such as managers to track development efforts
related to these extracted topics. These topic plots allow
for local analysis in order study requirements-relevant effort
of different groups of developers (teams). One example
concrete scenario is a manager identifying how much effort
and when different aspects of the requirement documents
were addressed. Managers could try to answer the question
like Who should I talk to regarding a requirement change in
the bluetooth stack? using individual developer topic plots.
II. BACKGROUND AND P REVIOUS W ORK
Our work fits into traceability, requirements engineering,
and topic analysis [4], [5], [11], [13].
A. Traceability and Requirements Engineering
Traceability in software engineering is a well-studied
topic and authors such as Ramesh et al. [14] have provided
excellent surveys of the literature and the techniques. Karl
Wiegers [2] has argued about tagging commits with relevant
requirements to aide traceability. Gannod et al. [3] have
discussed mining specifications by their language in order
to aid traceability for reverse engineering. Kozlenkov and
Zisman et al. [1] have also studied requirements traceability with respect to design documents and models. Ernst
et al. [15] attempted to trace nonfunctional requirements
(NFRs) within version control using a simple technique

Topics in software engineering literature are known by
many names: concerns, concepts, aspects, features, and
sometimes even requirements. In this paper, by topic we
mean a word distribution extracted from requirements documents by an algorithm such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [6] that often matches a topic of discussion between
authors. LDA helps us find topics by looking for independent word distributions within numerous documents. These
documents are represented as word distributions (i.e., counts
of words) to LDA. Given a number, n, LDA then attempts
to discover a set of n topics, n word distributions that can
describe the set of input documents. Each document is then
described as a linear combination of the n topics that are
extracted. Thus the end result of topic analysis is a set of
n topics (word distributions) and a matrix that provides the
relationship between documents and topics. This means that
1 document can be related to 0 or 1 to n topics. Since
each LDA topic is a word distribution over many words,
we must present to end-users (developers and managers) an
alternative representation. These topics can be represented to
end-users as a ranked list of words, from highest magnitude
to lowest magnitude. Many researchers use top-10 lists of
words, in this study we used 20 words. An example topic
might be:
code improve change functionality behaviour readability
maintainability structure restructure modify reduce quality
process complexity software re-factoring performance
How would you label this topic? Notice how this topic
takes time to interpret. We investigate the difficulty practitioners have when labelling the topic as well as the relevance of the topic to practitioners. There is much software
engineering research relevant to topics. Many techniques are
used, ranging from LDA [12] to Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [22]. Researchers such as Poshyvanyk et al. [19] and
Marcus et al. [22] often focus on the document relationships rather than the topic words. In terms of topics and
traceability, Baldi et al. [8] labelled topics and then tried
to relate topics to aspects in software. Asuncion et al. [7]
used LDA on documentation and source code in order to
provide traceability links. Grant et al. [23] have worked with

LDA and topics before, their 2010 paper suggests heuristics
for determining the optimal number of topics to extract.
Thomas et al. [11] statistically validated email to source code
traceability using LDA. Both groups did not validate their
results with practitioners.
These studies rely on assumptions about the applicability to practitioners. We investigate these assumptions by
surveying practitioners in order to validate the value of
topics extracted from requirements. Furthermore instead of
tracing individual requirements documents or sections of
said documents directly, we extract topics from sets of
requirements and then track those topics within the version
controls change history. Original requirements can be related
to code changes by the topic-document association matrix as
described in Figure 1. Next we describe our methodology.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
Our goal is to relate commits to topics of requirements
and then see if these topics and plots of topic-relevant
commits make sense to stakeholders such as developers
and managers. Our methodology is to extract requirements,
perform topic analysis on the documents and then infer and
link these topics across all of the commit log messages
in the source code repository. Then we present extracted
topics to developers and managers and ask them to label the
topics. After that, we show plots of topic-relevant commits
to developers and managers and ask whether or not these
plots actually match their perception of their effort related
to the topic. Finally we analyze and present the results.
A. Requirements Mining
Microsoft stores requirements documents in their documentation repository. Requirements for a project are grouped
by broad general topics. The documents are usually saved
as Word documents within the specification repository.
These requirements are usually written by program managers
(PMs), developers and testers.
We obtained all of the network component specifications
from a popular Microsoft product that is used by millions of
users and has several millions of lines of source code. We
then saved each of these specifications as text files for later
analysis. This large collection of requirements documents included 75 total requirements documents consisting of nearly
1500 pages of documentation, 59000 lines of text, 35000
paragraphs, and 285000 words. The average document was
20 pages long with an average word count of 3800 words.
Each requirements document has a title, a list of authors
and small table of major revisions. The documents are
then further broken down into sections much like IEEE
documentation such as Software Requirements Specification (SRS) (the functional specifications), Software Design
Description (SDD) (referred to internally as “dev specs”),
and Software Test Documentation (referred to internally
as “test specs”). Program managers that we interviewed
indicated that requirements were generally written by the

managers and the “dev specs” and “test specs” were written
by developers and testers. The requirements were often the
result of “quick specs” that had become “final specs” via
a process of comment elicitation and discussion. Once a
requirements document became a “final spec”, it could be
scheduled for a milestone and assigned to a team.
B. Requirements Topic Mining
To apply LDA to requirements we preprocess the documents. We convert each specification to word distributions
(counts of words per document) of stemmed words and
remove stop words (common English stop words such as
“at”, “it”, “to”, and “the”). We provide these word distributions to our implementation of the LDA algorithm. LDA
produces a requested number of topics from these processed
requirements documents.
While authors such as Grant et al. [23] have proposed
heuristic methods of suggesting the best number of topics,
we took a more subjective approach. To determine the number of topics to use, we ran LDA multiple times, generating
5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 250 topics. We then chose the number
where the topics that were extracted were distinct enough.
This meant the first author applied his own judgment to
ensure that topics did not have much overlap in top terms,
were not copies of each other, and did not share excessive
disjoint concepts or ideas. Our number of topics selection
algorithm was like a manual fitness function with the first
author evaluating the fitness of each set of topics.
Based on these requirements 20 topics seemed to produce
the most optimal topics given our previous requirements.
Thomas et al. [10] reported similar results. We argue that
if practitioners were following this methodology they would
not want many topics because it takes time to label each
topic; our survey respondents took approximately 1 to 4
minutes (2 on average) for each topic. Thus we used LDA
to produce 20 topics.
1) Labelling of Requirements Topics: Once the topics
were extracted from the requirements documents we then
labelled each of the topics to the best of our knowledge
by reading the top ranked topic words (we kept all topics
words) and tried to label them using our non-expert domain
knowledge. Only one author, the first author, labelled the
topics. Labelling topics was difficult as there were many
project specific terms that did not have a clear definition.
The motivation behind labelling topics is that they are
time consuming to interpret and are faster to reason about
if labelled. Furthermore we wished to compare our labels to
those of domain experts (the relevant developers).
C. Version Control Mining
To correlate topics and development activity we extracted
the change log messages from 650,000 version control
system commits of a popular Microsoft product. We had
approximately 10 years worth of commits from more than
4000 unique authors. Our properties per commit consisted

Figure 2.

Topics and Relevant revisions over time. X axis is time, Y axis is the average relevance per time window (greater is larger).

of user name, machine name, branch name and the change
description (also known as the commit log message).
D. Relating Requirements Topics to Commits
In order to relate commits to requirements topics that were
already generated, we had to convert the requirements topics
to word distributions and then infer the relationship between
their word distribution and the topic word distribution. Thus
we tokenized the commit log message of each commit
and produced a word distribution per commit. We treated
these documents in the same manner as the requirements
documents: we removed stop words, stemmed the terms and
used the intersection of the vocabulary (as we were inferring,
not learning) shared by the requirements documents and
topics.
Thus we intersected each commits words by the words
in our topics and then inferred (via LDA inference) the
relationship between the requirements topics and the changes

over time. Inference is similar to how LDA trains and learns
topics except it does not learn from this inference — it
relates documents to pre-existing topics. We inferred the
topics related to each change, leaving us with a document
topic matrix of changes associated with topics. Figure 1
depicts this relationship between the version control system, LDA topics and the requirements documents. Topics
are extracted from and related to requirements documents
and then the relationship between topics and commits is
inferred. The LDA inference technique was used to query
bug reports previously by Lukins et al. [24]. We did not
train on the commits because our goal was to use topics
that were requirements relevant. Also, inference allows for
fewer topic updates as requirements updates are less frequent
than commits.
LDA inference produced a document-topic matrix that
represents the association of a document (a commit message

Figure 3. Personal topic from 1 developer. Topics and Relevant revisions
over time. X axis is time, Y axis is the average relevance per time window
(greater is larger).

in our context) to each of the 20 topics we had already
extracted from requirements. This allows can allow us to
plot time-series of commits that are relevant to topics. In
the next section we discuss how this matrix allows us to
plot the relationship over time between requirements topics
and commits.
E. Topic Plots of Effort Relevant to Topics of Requirements
In order to communicate the effort that was associated
with a requirements topic and the related requirements
documents, we had to present summaries of this effort to
the users. We used a time-line overview, a topic-plot (see
Figure 2), which showed the relevant commits over time. We
also utilize our previous topics labels to label these plots as
shown in Figures 2 and 3. These topic-plots can be generated
at various levels of granularity: entire projects, entire teams,
or individual developers. Using one single global analysis we
can slice and dice the commits by attributes such as time,
topic, author, or team in order to produce more localized
topic relevance plots. In particular we found that developers
were more likely to remember their own effort thus we
produced topic-plots based solely on their own commits;
we called these plots personal topic plots, Figure 3 is
an example of one of these plots. These topic-plots are
appropriate representations as they provide stakeholders with
an overview of topic relevant effort and would be a welcome
addition to a project dashboard.
Note that a single commit can be associated with multiple
topics [23]. Figure 2 shows a topic-plot of 20 topics that
show the focus on these topics by average commit relevance
over time. We put the commits into bins of equal lengths
of time and then plot their average relevance (a larger value
is more relevant) to that topic. Note that —— indicates a
redaction, within this study we redacted some tokens and
words that would disclose proprietary information. Within
this figure we can see distinct behaviours such as certain
topics increasing or decreasing in importance.
The figures produced are interesting but we had to evaluate if they are representative of the developer’s perception
of their relevant behaviour.
F. Qualitative Evaluation
Our goal was to determine the utility of the global revision
topic plots and the personal topic plots (e.g. Figure 3).
Thus we interviewed relevant stakeholders and developed

a survey. Our interviews and surveys were designed using
methodologies primarily from Ko et al. [25] and those
described by the empirical software engineering research of
Shull et al. [26] and Wohlin et al. [27], regarding interviews,
surveys and limited study sizes.
1) PM and Developer Interviews: Our goal is to determine if these labelled topics are relevant to developers and
program managers (PMs), all of whom are development
engineers. Relevance to a developer is subjective, but we
define it as “the developer worked on a task that had at
least a portion of it described by the topic”. We scheduled
and interviewed 1 PM and 1 developer for 1 hour each.
During the interviews with PMs and developers we asked if
the topic-plots of the 20 requirements topics were relevant to
developers and PMs. We also asked, “Are they surprised by
the results?” and, “Can they identify any of the behaviours
in the graphs?” We then summarized the comments and
observations from these interviews and used them to design
the survey, discussed in the next section.
2) Developer Survey: To gain reliable evidence about the
utility of requirements topics and topic-plots, we produced
a survey to be administered to developers, that asked developers to label topics and to indicate if a personalized plot of
their behaviour matched their perception of their own effort
that was related to that topic and its keywords. We analyze
these results in the Section V-B.
The survey asked developers to label three randomly
chosen topics, evaluate the three personal topic-plots of these
topics, and to comment about the utility of the approach.
Each of the topic labelling questions presented an unlabelled
topic with its top 20 words and asked the respondents to
label the topic. Another question asked if this topic was
relevant to the product they worked on. They were then
asked to look at a personal topic-plot and see if the plot
matched their perception of the effort they put in. Finally
they were asked if these plots or techniques would be useful
to them. The surveys were built by selecting the developers
commits and randomly selecting topics that the developer
had submitted code to. Three topics were randomly chosen
for labelling and these topics were ordered randomly in an
attempt to limit ordering effects.
Initially, we randomly selected 35 team members who
had committed changes within the last year and had over
100 revisions. We sent these developers an email survey.
After only 4 developers responded we switched to manually
administering surveys. We repeated the previous methodology for choosing participants and chose 15 candidates, 8 of
whom agreed to be administered the survey. Administering
the surveys in person would reduce training issues and allow
us to observe more. The administered surveys included an
example topic question, used for training, where we verbally
explained how the topics were extracted and how the commit
messages were analyzed during the in-person administration
of the survey. We then walked them through this example,
reading the topic words out loud and thinking out loud.

We provided a concrete example and abstract explanation
to increase survey success or completion.
Surveys were administered by the first two authors, the
first author spoke aloud each question to the respondents
in order for their answers to conform to the survey. An
example of a labelling that perceptually matched was when
a respondent gave the label “Design/architecture words” to
the following topic:
component set policy context service mode high 14 track
structure check type hresult feature gat ap follow data
dynamic.
G. Summarizing the results
After the surveys were administered we discussed the
results with each other, analyzed the data and collated our
observations about the topic labelling, topic interpretation
and if requirements topic-plots matched the developers’
perception of effort.
IV. T OPICS OF R EQUIREMENTS
Within this section we investigate the requirements topics
and the commits and efforts that are relevant to these topics.
We argue that these topics provide some traceability between requirements documents and the commits themselves,
as well as provide a high-level overview of requirements
relevant effort.
A. Topic Plots of Requirements Relevant Effort
Figure 2 depicts the topic commits relevant to the 20
requirements topics that we extracted, and manually labelled,
from the large Microsoft project that we studied. What is
important about this style of plot is that it provides an
overview of the topic focus of the entire system over its
lifetime. We can see the transition of focus on different
requirements and topics as the system evolves.
Figure 2 gives us an overview of the relevant effort
exhibited in a very large data-set. For instance, the 6th topic
(3 down, right most), in Figure 2 shows a lack of behaviour
for the first 7 years followed by a distinct and constant
increase in focus and importance. The spikes in the plots
are of interest (plots 7 and 9, 3rd and 4th down on the left
side), as in Section V-A1 we found that a program manager
indicated that the spikes were related to design change
requests. Another example of interesting behaviour includes
the use cases and testing topics (8th and 10th topics, 4 and 5
down on the right) became less important, information that
would be useful to a manager.
While Figure 2 is a global plot that includes all commits in
the project and is useful for high level managers, developers
are more likely to be interested in more fine grained information about themselves and their teams and teammates,
Figure 4a depicts the personal topic-plots of 2 developers
(drawn only from commits made by those developers).
By examining Figure 4a, we observe that the developers
behaviour does indeed change over time, and each developer

exhibits a different focus. For instance the behaviour in the
plots on the topic, use case features, is distinctly different.
Plots like Figure 4a illustrate that different authors focus on
different topics in general. We found this was indeed the
case by clustering similar developers, but these plots allow
us to see where behaviour correlates and where it does not.
This is more apparent in Figure 4b, which depicts different teams rather than different authors. The we can slice
these plots by authors and by organization to see what the
particular focus an entity (team or author) had in terms of
requirements topics. For testing, metrics and milestones in
Figure 4b, the trend was similar but the behaviour was not.
This manager level view provides a summary of a teams
development effort and allows one to compare teams and
see the behaviour relevant to that team.
In summary, we can track commits related to topics
extracted from requirements over time. We are able to extract
and plot global results depicting global trends, and produce
local topic-plots of teams and developers that can be used to
investigate more personally relevant and local trends. This
information can help provide feedback to a manager who
could observe global trends, personal trends or team-wise
trends within these plots.
V. Q UALITATIVE E VALUATION
In this section we validated with developers and managers
if they were able to label topics and if the topic-plots
matched their perception of the effort that occurred relevant
to that topic and its associated requirements.
A. Initial Interviews
Initially, we needed to understand requirements use at
Microsoft. Thus our initial interviews helped direct the rest
of the study. We interviewed one program manager and
one developer for one hour each. The interviewees were
chosen specifically because they had participated in writing
the requirements documents that we had access to.
1) An Interview with a Program Manager: We interviewed a program manager and asked him to label 3 topics.
He walked through each topic word by word and pieced
together what he thought the topic was about. Program managers often write requirements and he immediately indicated
the relationship of topics to requirements,“I know which
specs this came from”.
The program manager also indicated that a series of
correlated spikes were most likely caused by a Design
Change Request (DCR). DCRs are management decisions
about implementation. They are caused by management
wanting a particular change or by external stakeholders, such
as vendors, imposing limitations or requirements on certain
product features. The particular peak he indicated had to do
with bluetooth support.
When shown a topic plot of a feature that he knew about,
the program manager pointed to a dip and mentioned that
the feature was shelved at that time only to be revived later,

(a) Topic plots of 2 developers

(b) Topic plots of 2 teams
Figure 4.

Topic plots of 2 topics for 2 different developers and teams.

which he illustrated as the commits dipped for a period
and then increased. This indicated that his perception of the
topic and topic-plot matched reality: many of our topic-plots
mapped to the perception of the program manager.
The program manager expressed interest in the research
and suggested it would be useful in a project dashboard. He
additionally suggested that he would like to be able to “drill
down” and see related documents.
2) An Interview with a Developer who Writes Requirements and Design Documents: The developer we interviewed had written design documents based on the requirements document. At first he seemed apprehensive about
labelling topics, potentially due to the unstructured nature
of the task. We had him successfully label the 3 topics
that the program manager had labelled. The developer labels
correlated (contained similar words and concepts verified by
the paper authors) with the program manager as well as our
non-expert labels. Some topics were relevant to concepts
and features he had worked on. The developer quickly
recognized them and explained to us what the topic and
those features were actually about.
The developer also mentioned that some topics were more
cohesive and less general than others. Since the developer
had made commits to the projects source code, we were
able to present him with a personal view of his commits
across the topics. The developer expressed that this personal
view was far more relevant to him than a global view. The

developer also agreed that for 2 of the 3 topic-plots we
presented, the plots were accurate and clearly displayed the
effort he put into them at different times. When asked about
the usefulness of this approach, the developer indicated that
it was not useful for himself but might be for managers.
Our preliminary conclusions were that developers could
label topics with some prompting, but were far more comfortable dealing with topics relevant to their own code. The
developers preferred topic-plots relevant to themselves over
plots about entire project and could pick out and confirm
their own behaviour.
B. Survey Response
We administered surveys over email and in person. In
person surveys were favored due to low response from
the email survey. One email respondent expressed difficulty
interpreting the topic-plots but did associate the behaviour
with their own experience:
Again, all my projects only lasted about 2-3
months — the closest thing that made sense in
the topics listed is the USB and video work I did,
which was done in june-aug, possibly coinciding
with the last spike.
Our observation from some of the surveys was that some
raw, unprocessed LDA topics were far too complicated to
be interpreted without the training provided by our example
topic that we labelled in front of the respondent. For example
one respondent described a topic as:

C. Did Respondents Agree on Topic Labels?
One topic that we had labelled “wifi networks and software access points”, had agreement between 2 of the respondents. One said: “Configuration of [software access point]”,
the other said “ but really [it is] [software access point].
[In particular], the [user interface] related to configuring
network broadcast, connectivity and sharing.”
Two of the respondents had agreed it was a user scenario
“End user usage pattern” and “Functionality related network
mode ——, allowing uses to select and their preferred network ——”. We cannot be sure that either interpretation is
more accurate. This illustrates that there can be disagreement
in terms of the meaning of a topic.
VI. D ISCUSSION
Figure 5. Distribution of topic-plot perceptual ratings performed on two
separate modules.

These seem pretty random. The words from
the topic that actually come close to identifying
something in my work area are “device update”
and “connection”.
As the surveys used personalized plots, such as the plots in
Figures 3 and 4a, we gained insight on the perception of the
respondent if their plot matched their perceived effort. The
respondent of this plot said that some of the plot matched
his architectural work that he had concluded that labelling is
a difficult activity. The respondent also said that the peaks
were in sync with the changes that he had made. In the
two other topic plots he could not recognize any behaviour.
Thus given a summary of his development effort he could
correlate his perception of what occurred with the topic plot
provided: this topic plot matched his perception.
Some respondents found that part of the plots presented
to them matched their behaviour while other parts of the
same plots did not. “I would have expected more activity,”
said one participant about a topic that was related to client
server interactions.
The majority of topics were labelled by respondents, and
the mode score was 4 for agreement (rather than 5 for
strongly agree) that the topic-plot matched the developers
perception. Figure 5 displays the scores for the administered
survey: 3 not applicable, 3 strong disagree, 4 disagree, 3
neutral, 10 agree and 1 strongly agree. This gives us an
average of 3.09 (neutral to agree) from 21 topic ratings.
Disagree versus agree, ignoring neutral, had a ratio of 7:11.
“This plot matches my perception of the effort that
went into that topic and/or its features,” 46% of
topic-plot ratings were in agreement with this
statement (see Figure 5).

A. Topic Labelling
We have demonstrated that stakeholders can indeed label
topics. Furthermore we have demonstrated that many of
these topics are relevant to the task at hand.
1) Developers: Developers seemed to express difficulty
labelling topics, but to be clear, many developers did not
write the requirements or the design documents that the
topics were derived from. We argue that some of the
difficulty of labelling topics derives from the experience one
has with the topic’s underlying documents.
2) Managers: Managers seemed to have a higher level
view of the project, as they had the awareness that there
were other teams and other modules being worked on in
parallel. This awareness of the requirements documents and
other features, suggested that topic labelling is easier if
practitioners are familiar with the concepts. These plots are
relevant to managers investigating who have to interpret
development trends.
One manager actually gave the labelled topics a scope
ranking: low, medium, or high. This scope related to how
many teams would be involved, a cross cutting concern
might have a high or broad scope, while a single team
feature would be have a low scope. This implies that global
awareness is more important to a manager than a developer.
3) Non-Experts: We consider ourselves to be experts in
software, but not experts about the actual product we studied.
Thus we relied on the experts to help us label the topics. At
the same time we also labelled the topics. We examined all
the topic labels and checked to see if there was agreement
between our labellings and theirs. Of 46 separate labellings,
our labels agreed with the respondents only 23 times.
Only 50% of expertly labelled topic labels were
similar or agreed with the non-expert topic labels.
This indicates that while non-experts can label these
topics, there is inherent value in getting domain experts to
label the topics.

B. Commit-Topic Plot
We found that the per author commit-topic plots were
often relevant to the developers. Some higher level topics
seemed out of touch with the developers activity. If a plot
did not match a developers perception, it seemed to be due to
a lack of familiarity with the topic or the topic being unclear
rather than the plot missing efforts that they expected:
matching noise to noise produces noise. Many respondents
indicated that we should talk to the team that produced the
requirements we used. This lends further evidence that it is
easier for those familiar with the source requirements to label
topics than those who are not as closely associated. Since
respondents validated the majority of the plots as accurate,
this provides evidence that the results are not spurious.
VII. R ECOMMENDATIONS ON THE U SE OF T OPIC
A NALYSIS IN S OFTWARE E NGINEERING
Based on our experience, the discussions we had with
respondents and the results of our surveys we have compiled general recommendations for the use of topic analysis
techniques in software engineering.
Many found that labelling a set of personally relevant
topics are easier to interpret. Respondents found that topics
about familiar artifacts tended to be easier to label. One
should use the most specific domain experts to label topics.
For optimal results, the team responsible for the requirements should label those topics.
Remove confusing, irrelevant and duplicated topics. Some
topics do not actually say anything. Some are structural
and filled with common terms, some are about the use
of language itself and not relevant to requirements. Most
importantly, not all topics need to be shown.
Use domain experts to label topics! We found that nonexperts have questionable labelling accuracy (only 50%,
with confidence interval of 35% - 65%). Respondents with
the most familiarity gave the most relevant topic labels.
Unlabelled topics are not enough! It took respondents 1
to 4 minutes to interpret a topic from its top 20 topic words.
Thus multiple topics multiply the cost of interpretation.
VIII. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
Relevant construct validity threats include the fact we
used only one large project and that personal topic-plots are
relevant only to a single person. We were able to partially
mitigate this thread by evaluating with multiple people.
However, the largest threat facing the construct validity of
this work is that we did not have enough respondents. Thus
we need to rely on qualitative evidence. Training and verbal
administration of surveys can also bias results.
In terms of internal validity, we built explanations and
theories based on the feedback we received from respondents. Since we lacked a large number of respondents
we were not able to do statistical analysis, but Ko et al.
have argued that this size of result is still relevant [25]
qualitatively, as we observed repeated answers.

External validity is threatened by the fact this study took
place on one project, within one organization. We could not
find an alternative project that was publicly available that
had enough requirements and maturity.
IX. F UTURE W ORK
Future work relevant to this study includes further validation by expanding the scope in terms of software domains,
developers, managers, projects and organizations.
The survey respondents had many great ideas. One respondent desired a UI to dive deep into the relevant artifacts
to explain behaviour. Others suggested that providing your
own word distribution as a topic would help exploration.
One PM suggested that Figure 2 would be useful as a project
dashboard. Thus this work can be leveraged in research relevant to knowledge management, project dashboards, project
effort models and software quality models.
X. C ONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we conducted an evaluation of the commonly used practice of LDA topic analysis for traceability
research with Microsoft developers, rather than students, in
a large project with comprehensive requirements documents.
We investigated the relevance of topics extracted from
requirements to development effort by interviewing developers and managers. To relate requirements and development
activities, we extracted topics from requirements documents
using LDA, and then inferred the relationship to the version
control commit messages.
We combined a large corpus of requirements documents
with the version control system and had stakeholders validate if these topics were relevant and if the extracted
behaviours were accurate. Many topics extracted from requirements were relevant to features and development effort. Stakeholders who were familiar with the requirements
documents tended to be comfortable labelling the topics and
identifying behaviour, but those who were not, showed some
resistance to the task of topic labelling. Non-expert topic
labelling suffered from inaccuracy.
Stakeholders indicated that many of the commit-topic
plots were perceptually valid. The efforts depicted often met
with their expectation or experiences. Managers could spot
trends in the global plots while developers tended to spot
trends in their personal topic-plots. But we also found that
some topics were confusing and not easy for practitioners to
interpret and label. Our recommendations were that topics
need to be interpreted, pruned, and labelled by experts and
future topic-related research should use labelled topics.
We have shown that topics extracted from requirements
are relevant, that their version control inferred behaviour
is perceptually valid. In short, we have provided evidence
that validates some of the assumptions that researchers had
previously made about LDA derived topics and have shown
that practitioners can interpret and label topics.
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